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ABSTRACT2

3

Due to the complexity and heterogeneity inherent to the hydrologic cycle, the modeling of4
physical water processes has historically and inevitably been characterized by a broad spectrum5
of disciplines including data management, visualization, and statistical analyses. This is further6
complicated by the sub-disciplines within the water science community, where specific aspects of7
water processes are modeled independently with simplification and model boundary integration8
receiving little attention. This can hinder current and future research efforts to understand,9
explore, and advance water science. We developed the Virtual Watershed Platform to improve10
understanding of hydrologic processes and more generally streamline model-data integration and11
data integration with tools for data visualization, analysis, and management. Currently, four models12
have been developed as components and integrated into the overall platform, demonstrating data13
prepossessing (e.g. sub gridding), data interaction, model execution, and visualization capabilities.14
The developed data management technologies provide a suite of capabilities, enabling diverse15
computation capabilities, data storage capacity, connectivity, and accessibility. The developed16
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Virtual Watershed Platform explored the use of virtual reality and 3d visualization for scientific17
experimentation and learning, provided web services for the transfer of data between models18
and centralized data storage, enabled the statistical distribution of hydrometeorological model19
input, and coupled models using multiple methods, both to each other and to a distributed data20
management and visualization system.21

Keywords: data management, model integration, hydrologic modeling, watershed, web services, model coupling, data visualization22

1 INTRODUCTION
Mechanisms responsible for observed and projected hydrologic change in high-elevation catchments are23
poorly understood, especially with respect to snow pack dynamics, surface-water/groundwater linkages, and24
interactions with vegetation. Mountain watersheds provide a large proportion of the water and ecosystem25
services for communities throughout the western U.S. Climate change threatens these resources through the26
risks of intensified drought, earlier snow-melt runoff, and increased fire frequency and severity (Westerling27
et al., 2006; Running, 2006). Management activities aimed at mitigating expected climate change impacts28
would benefit from a better understanding of the nature of watershed response to climate forcings that impact29
these complex systems. However, forecasting change under such complexity is beyond the capabilities30
of conventional approaches (e.g., modeling, observation) performed in isolation of one another (National31
Research Council, 2012).32

When the National Science Foundation funded the Western Consortium for Watershed Analysis,33
Visualization, and Experimentation (WC-WAVE) project1 in 2014, the overall project goal was to34
address the problem of watershed-scale hydrologic modeling in the broader context of integration of35
modeling environments, data visualization and analysis systems, and data management capabilities through36
the development and adoption of a loosely-coupled architectural model that places data management,37
documentation and access services at the center of the exchange of model initialization, boundary condition,38
and output data. The envisioned development of a Virtual Watershed Platform in which diverse tools39
can be integrated using standard web service models was intended as a complement to existing model40
integration systems such as OpenMI (Moore and Tindall, 2005), and CSDMS (Peckham et al., 2013),41
and as a more generalized data management system than the version of CUAHSI’s HydroServer (based42
upon the CUAHSI HIS architectural model (Horsburgh et al., 2009)) that was available at the time. The43
developed architectural approach is aligned with the component-based strategies described by (Peckham44
et al., 2013) and (Buahin and Horsburgh, 2018) but extends those approaches to enable support for general45
purpose and standards-based data visualization and analysis systems that leverage data and visualization46
services published by the data management platform.47

Model Coupling The Virtual Watershed Platform (VWP) as it is documented herein includes components48
based on diverse modeling systems and environments, data visualization and analysis tools, and a data49
management system that provides the connectivity between these components. The web services hosted by50
the data management system allow for the loose-coupling of these components through the exchange of51
data, complementing the model integration strategies and technologies employed for specific modeling52
needs, and allowing for the rapid integration of model data into customized data visualization and analysis53
environments.54

The coupling of two or more preexisting models is a challenge across diverse aspects of hydrological55
science. In a brief review of highly cited papers (as reported by Web of Science), examples include coupling56
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of land surface hydrology and atmosphere models (Chen and Dudhia, 2000; Walko et al., 2000; Ek et al.,57
2003; Kavvas M. L. et al., 2013), groundwater and atmosphere models (Maxwell and Miller, 2003), surface58
water and groundwater models (Panday and Huyakorn, 2004; Kollet and Maxwell, 2006; Ebel et al., 2009),59
social and hydrologic models (Elshafei et al., 2015; Troy et al., 2015), glacier and hydrology models60
(Flowers and Clarke, 2002; Hoffman and Price, 2014), vegetation and hydrology models (Gerten et al.,61
2004), crop and hydrology models (Li et al., 2014; McNider et al., 2015), and hydrologic and hydrodynamic62
models (Felder et al., 2017). In most cases cited here, this effort required recoding of the model logic for63
at least one of the existing models into a more compatible format, and often one model was subsumed64
piecemeal into the operating code of the other. The ability to couple models in a more automated way has65
been recognized as a means to speed research progress and empower outside innovators (Peckham et al.,66
2013), but pending further advances in this capability, researchers who are not intimately familiar with the67
code of both models of interest still struggle to couple them in an efficient or meaningful way.68

Belete et al. (2017) defined the framework development process as five phases that included (1)69
preintegration assessment, (2) technical model preparation, (3) model orchestration, (4) data interoperability,70
and (5) testing integration. The discussion herein focuses on phases 1-4, with the preintegration assessment71
phase being a general conversation about software architechture and workflow between all scientists72
and software engineers. Within these phases there is likely to be a requirement to address issues with73
interoperability among programming languages, data exchange, plug and play modeling components,74
semantic mediation, service components, graphical user interface, and web-based applications necessities75
among 19 needs identified for integrated modeling frameworks (Whelan et al., 2014). The WC-WAVE76
approached the design of the VWP by incorporating many of the elements discussed within Belete et al.77
(2017) and Whelan et al. (2014). However, after the preintegration assessment, the team was divided into78
three groups that focused on development of components of integrated hydrological modeling. The three79
teams had different priorities with the eventual goal of enabling broader component integration through use80
of a shared data management application programming interface (API) published by the VWP. In addition,81
each team approached component development from the perspective of a different research question.82

Many scientists have recognized the need for integration of high performance computing resources83
and model coupling architecture into integrated modeling frameworks to better answer complex natural84
resource questions (Laniak et al., 2013). Loosely coupled models refer to output from one model being85
fed into a second model for simulation. Loose coupling of models can be limited by the capabilities of86
the orchestration architecture. For example, enabling linked models to run in a repetitive sequence or87
automating the adjustment of boundary conditions is not always easily completed. This is especially true88
in web-based application such as USGS’s National Hydrologic Model (Regan et al., 2019). The existing89
frameworks generally do not allow for the addition of scripts that would guide the modeling process90
in addition to the existing architecture. This is important because it allows for the evolution of natural91
processes without creation of new software to simulate complex processes.92

Parallel computing is required when a modeling domain consists of high-resolution spatial and/or temporal93
input that are large enough to exceed the capabilities of an individual computer. To run simulations then,94
the model is often split spatially or spatiotemporally into smaller domains that run simultaneously while95
exchanging information along the boundaries between the smaller domains. High performance computing96
(HPC), also known as parallel computing is available through CSDMS and OpenMI. Other collaborative97
modeling frameworks generally rely on local parallel computing resources to run large models.98

While the modeling community has come a great way, a framework in which modeling environmental99
processes using any open source spatially and temporally explicit model can be easily accomplished100
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remains lacking. This is generally due to issues of compatibility and the limited resources of the framework101
staff. Generalization of the experimentation process specifically developed for parallel computing, data102
integration, and data management is critical in moving towards a more useful modeling platform.103

Data Management Systems Supporting Loose Coupling with Models Data management systems in104
support of environmental modeling, analysis, visualization, preservation and sharing typically fall into at105
least one of a number of high-level categories:106

• General-purpose, institutional or disciplinary repositories that provide preservation and persistent107
discovery and access to data and other products.108

• Active archives that provide value added services on top of stored data but don’t necessarily implement109
digital preservation practices such as fixity checks, replication, use of archival data formats, or provide110
long-term format migration.111

• Agency managed data archives that provide long-term access to data generated/produced by those112
agencies or through projects that those agencies sponsor.113

• Shared data storage systems that may or may not provide additional metadata or capabilities in114
conjunction with shared data storage115

In the first case, repositories as a class of data systems are numerous - re3data.org lists 2406 repositories2116
in its registry - but these are highly variable in their characteristics. For example, 232 of these repositories117
have some sort of certification such as CoreTrustSeal or World Data System (WDS). 998 of them provide118
a persistant identifier such as a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) or handle (hdl). And, 1930 of them are119
characterized as disciplinary, 585 as institutional, and 280 as ”other” types of repositories.120

The re3data.org repository also provides some insight into the diversity of ”active archives” (the second121
category listed above) through its list of “APIs” (Application Programming Interfaces) that have been122
linked to the registered repositories. The inclusion of OpenDAP (52 repositories), REST (392), SOAP123
(64), and SPARQL (33) APIs in the list highlights potential value added services that might be provided124
by these flagged repositories. These APIs can be used to provide automated methods for interaction125
with the contents of the archive, with OpenDAP3 and SPARQL4 services clearly providing data access126
services, and the REST and SOAP APIs potentially providing either data access or more general repository127
Create/Read/Update/Delete (CRUD) services used for managing repository content.128

Many environmental modeling and analysis tools require access to data published by national or129
international Earth observation agencies such as the U.S. agencies USGS, NASA and NOAA. These130
organizations typically provide download services (e.g. those discoverable through NASA’s Open Data131
Portal5 site, NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information6, and the USGS Science Data132
Catalog7), enable discovery of their data collections through metadata registries such as the US Data.gov133
catalog8, and in some cases publish data access services based upon Open Geospatial Consortium data134
and map services (de la Beaujardiere, 2006; Vretanos, 2005; Whiteside and Evans, 2006), OpenDAP9,135

2 https://www.re3data.org/, based on a review of listed repositories on 2019-10-07
3 https://www.opendap.org/
4 https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
5 https://data.nasa.gov/browse
6 https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/
7 https://data.usgs.gov/datacatalog/
8 https://catalog.data.gov/dataset
9 https://www.opendap.org/
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or specialized web services such at USGS’s Water Services collection10. The publication of these data136
through web services highlights the potential for broad adoption of web services as a standard method for137
interacting with data required for initialization or boundary conditions for modeling systems, both relative138
to these agency data providers but also more generally.139

While web services are capable of providing access to vast collections of Earth observation data required140
for modeling and analysis, the potential for significant delays in access to large volumes of data through141
on-demand web services highlights a continuing need for high-capacity storage in close proximity to the142
computational processes that work upon those data. The use of storage middleware such as the integrated143
Rule-Oriented Data System (iRODS)11 in conjunction with high-performance storage systems enables data144
intensive use, management, documentation, and workflow development around data. The availability of145
data management systems such as iRODS provides a powerful local data management foundation upon146
which environmental modeling workflows can be built as a complement to web services provided by the147
additional data management systems highlighted above.148

Interaction and visualization are two significant methods for hydrologists to find interesting features149
and trends buried within raw data. In this project, we have implemented a 2D web data visualization and150
interaction application and a 3D Unity application to simplify complex theories and make it easier for151
people from different research areas to cooperate. A modeler can customize inputs to create different152
scenarios and visualize model outputs with our visualization tools.153

Overall, the combination of the data management technologies outlined above provide a suite of154
capabilities that have been shown to enable environmental modeling systems to use high-performance local155
data storage, lower-performance but potentially high-capacity remote data storage accessible through web156
services, and repositories of various types to meet the data management requirements of modeling systems157
throughout the entire data lifecycle - from project planning, through modeling and analysis to preservation,158
publication, and sharing. The loose-coupling of components through this combination of access methods159
provides a high-degree of flexibility and customizability for modelers while still supporting their needs160
as they relate to specific computation environments and data types. The VWP provides a web services161
based hub for enabling exchange between modeling, storage, visualization, analysis, and preservation162
systems - complementing and extending the capabilities of locally optimized modeling, analysis, and data163
management systems.164

2 METHODS
The project results reported in Section 3 are based upon a number of existing technologies and environmental165
modeling systems. The provided usage scenario in Section 4 describes a science scenario that is addressed166
using a workflow that demonstrates how the individual components of the system interact, ultimately167
demonstrating the potential of the model-data integration capabilities of the VWP . The system components168
upon which the project capabilities were built are described in this section.169

2.1 Base Data Management Platform170

The Virtual Watershed Platform data management hub used in support of this work is based upon171
the Geographic Storage, Transformation and Retrieval Engine (GSToRE 12) that was developed by the172
Earth Data Analysis Center at the University of New Mexico. Development of GSToRE was initiated173

10 https://waterservices.usgs.gov/
11 https://irods.org/
12 http://gstore.unm.edu
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in early 2009 in support of the New Mexico Resource Geographic Information System13 geospatial data174
clearinghouse, and the New Mexico EPSCoR RII3: Climate Change Impacts on New Mexico’s Mountain175
Sources of Water14 project. Development, enhancement and use of the platform continued through three176
additional NSF funded projects, including a second 5-year NSF New Mexico EPSCoR project entitled New177
Mexico EPSCoR RII4: Energize New Mexico15 that focused on research across multiple renewable energy178
topics; and two three-year collaborative NSF EPSCoR Track 2 projects between New Mexico, Idaho, and179
Nevada (Collaborative Research: Cyberinfrastructure Development in the Western Consortium of Idaho,180
Nevada, and New Mexico16 and Collaborative research: The Western Consortium for Watershed Analysis,181
Visualization, and Exploration (WC-WAVE)17), the second of which is the focus of the work reported on in182
this paper. Figure 1 illustrates this sequence of projects and the major releases of the GSToRE platform.183

The key drivers for the development of the GSToRE platform between 2009 and 2013 were derived from184
the diverse individual requirements of these multiple projects. The combined requirements of these projects185
continuously reinforced the need to develop the GSToRE platform as an alternative to sole adoption of186
existing solutions such as the CUAHSI HIS HydroServer18 for point-time-series hydrologic observation187
data, GeoNetwork Open Source19 as geospatial data catalog system, MapServer20 or GeoServer21 for188
publishing geospatial map and data services, or simple data transfer protocols such as FTP or SCP for189
providing low-level access to downloadable files. GSToRE was developed to provide a collection of data190
discovery, access, and management services, based upon open standards when appropriate, that went191
beyond the bounds of any of these single solutions. In particular, the following functional requirements192
both accumulated and drove the development of versions 1-3 of the GSToRE platform from 2009-2013:193

• Support for diverse data types including geospatial (e.g. raster, vector - 2d, 3d; geospatially enabled194
databases) and non-geospatial data (e.g. tabular data [spreadsheets, CSV files], other structured data195
[XML, JSON], documents and maps)196

• Support for diverse data formats (e.g. ESRI Shapefiles and GeoDatabases, GeoTIFFS, Open Geospatial197
Consortium KML and GML files, Microsoft Word and Excel files, Adobe PDF files, and many others)198

• Support for diverse documentation standards (e.g. the Federal Geospatial Data Committee Content199
Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata 22,200

ISO 19115 family of geospatial metadata standards23,201
Dublin Core24, and the combined data/metadata standard WaterML25).202

• Capacity to publish data discovery and access services using a RESTful (Fielding, 2000) web services203
model, using both custom request-response exchange methods and standards-based exchange models.204
The required standards include those from the Open Geospatial Consortium26 - including the Web205

13 http://rgis.unm.edu
14 https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/simpleSearchResult?queryText=0814449
15 https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD ID=1301346&HistoricalAwards=false
16 https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD ID=0918635&HistoricalAwards=false
17 https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD ID=1329470&HistoricalAwards=false
18 CUAHSI HIS - http://his.cuahsi.org/index.html
19 GeoNetwork Open Source - https://geonetwork-opensource.org
20 MapServer - https://mapserver.org
21 GeoServer - http://geoserver.org
22 http://www.iso.org/cms/render/live/en/sites/isoorg/contents/data/standard/05/37/53798.html
23 http://www.iso.org/cms/render/live/en/sites/isoorg/contents/data/standard/05/37/53798.html
24 https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/
25 http://portal.opengeospatial.org/files/?artifact id=21743
26 https://www.opengeospatial.org
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Map (de la Beaujardiere, 2006), Web Feature (Vretanos, 2005), and Web Coverage Service standards206
(Whiteside and Evans, 2006); and the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting27. In207
addition to these standards-based protocols support for the DataONE28 API29 was also required.208

• Capacity to publish metadata for automated integration into other indexing and catalog system such as209
the US Data.gov catalog30, and the GEOSS Platform31.210

• Interoperability with Data Preservation Systems.211

As illustrated in Figure 1 three versions of GSToRE were released between 2011 and 2013, with version212
3 of the platform (released in 2013) providing the foundation for the data management hub enhanced in213
support of the model integration work reported on here. Version 1 of GSToRE (Figure 1) was primarily214
designed as a working prototype that combined the capabilities of existing platforms to provide discovery215
and access services for point-time-series hydrologic data through a reference installation of the CUAHSI216
HIS HydroServer, and geospatial data discovery and access through GeoNetwork Open Source. On-demand217
Open Geospatial Consortium Web Map, Web Feature, and Web Coverage services were provided through218
custom python code that automatically configured these services for delivery by the MapServer system. As219
experience with version 1 of the system was gained it was recognized that the system needed to be able220
to support non-geospatial data and metadata formats that were not associated with geospatial data. These221
provided the requirements for the development of Version 2 of the GSToRE platform.222

Version 2 of the GSToRE Platform adopted a unified database model in PostgreSQL/PostGIS for metadata223
and geospatial features (points, lines, and polygons and associated attributes) as a replacement for the224
loosely coupled Version 1 approach of using GeoNetwork and HydroServer and more limited custom225
code. The adoption of the unified database allowed for the implementation of an internal metadata model226
that provided flexible management of dataset metadata that is aligned with the characteristics of diverse227
data products. For example, the more limited Dublin Core metadata components could be captured and228
stored for documents and other non-geospatial datasets while the geospatial-specific FGDC or ISO 19115229
family of metadata elements could be used for geospatial data. In all cases the metadata elements were230
stored in the database through a combination of core elements stored in database tables and additional231
elements stored as XML documents within the database using a custom XML schema. This combination232
of metadata elements was then accessed when the platform API provided formated metadata aligned with233
these standards upon user request.234

The version 2 feature store employed a single ”tall table” for multiple geospatial vector datasets in which235
each record in the table represented a feature - including its point, line or polygon geometry; a single field236
(based on the PostgreSQL 9 hstore module/data type) that allowed for the storage (as key-value pairs)237
of the variable set of feature attributes associated with a specific geometry; and a standardized datetime238
field that would allow for uniform storage of datetime information about individual features to enable239
time-based query across stored datasets. Version 2 of the GSToRE API provided a unified set of RESTful240
service requests that had previously been supported by multiple platforms (GeoNetwork, HydroServer,241
custom python services). With the release of Version 2 of GSToRE in Fall of 2012 content was quickly242
added to the system, ultimately surfacing a limitation in the indexing capabilities of the PostgreSQL hstore243
that was limiting the performance of specific database queries as the number of features in the “tall table”244

27 http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/openarchivesprotocol.html
28 https://www.dataone.org
29 https://www.dataone.org/developer-resources
30 https://catalog.data.gov/dataset
31 http://www.earthobservations.org/gci.php
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grew toward 1 billion. Mitigating this limitation became the focus of the development of GSToRE version245
3.246

The development of GSToRE version 3 (Figure 2) was primarily focused on rebuilding the data247
management tier of the system to support increased scalability and performance for the growing collection248
of data managed within the system. This reconfiguration of the data management tier of the GSToRE249
architectural model consisted of splitting the single PostgreSQL/PostGIS database in version 2 into a250
multiple-database model in version 3 with the following databases and functional roles:251

• PostgreSQL/PostGIS - Metadata and geometry (point, line and polygon) storage252

• MongoDB - Vector attribute data and tabular data storage253

• ElasticSearch/Lucine - JSON-based search engine based upon indexed JSON metadata documents254
derived from the content of the PostgreSQL/PostGIS database255

This reconfiguration allowed the GSToRE system to achieve a significant benchmark in September of256
201432 in which it hosted over 290,000 individually discoverable and accessible datasets comprising over257
1.13 billion individually accessible data points. These data represented approximately 13 TB of data stored258
on disk and provide the capability to download over 1.63 million data products based on the multiple file259
formats that the platform provides for each dataset.260

Version 3 of the GSToRE platform provided the starting point for the enhancements made to the system261
to support the model integration requirements reported here.262

2.2 Base Models263

Four physically based, parameter distributed hydrologic and hydraulic models were selected to develop264
the module components of the VWP. They are Image SNOwcover and mass BALance (ISNOBAL),265
Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System (PRMS), D-Flow Flexible Mesh (DFLOW FM), and CaSiMiR-266
Vegetation. While each model shares the general trait of being spatially distributed, each model focuses on267
a unique aspect of the hydrological cycle.268

The ISNOBAL model is used to predict seasonal snowmelt under varied meteorologic conditions (Marks269
and Dozier, 1992). When the WC-WAVE project started, a full ISNOBAL model of a small catchment in270
the Dry Creek Basin had already been developed (Kormos et al., 2014). ISNOBAL was designed to model271
the snow energy balance, accumulation, and melt of snowpacks and was developed as a module in the272
image processing workbench written in C (Marks et al., 1992, 1999). The ISNOBAL software was built273
following Anderson (Anderson, 1976) and simulates snow energy balance in multiple layers. ISNOBAL274
takes distributed meteorologic data as inputs, including temperature, precipitation, wind speed, relative275
humidity, and solar radiation. When it runs, ISNOBAL generates ASCII file outputs for each time step that276
contain the spatially distributed snowmelt, snow density, and snow water equivalent for each grid cell.277

The PRMS model is an integrated hydrological model, designed by the USGS to model runoff from278
precipitation and snow-melt events (Markstrom et al., 2015) and is widely used for hydrologic process279
research (Huntington and Niswonger, 2012). The PRMS model couples both land surface and subsurface280
processes on physical basis with water and energy balance. It simulates the water travelling path from281
the form of precipitation, through canopy interception, snow pack/melt, evapotranspiration, to infiltration,282
overflow runoff, and subsurface flow. The model takes both spatial and temporal feature parameters and283
meteorologic input to simulate mechanistic water flows. Originally written in FORTRAN, the PRMS’s284

32 https://www.idahoepscor.org/index.php/highlights/data-mgmt-platform-breaks-1-billion-observation-threshold-2014-wc-wave
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ASCII format and specific data structure are required in both input and output files for model development285
(e.g., model construction, parameterization, calibration and validation), modification (e.g., any change in286
the processes of model development), and implementation (e.g. evaluation and prediction).287

The DFLOW flexible mesh (DFLOW FM) model is an open-source, two-dimensional hydrodynamics288
model used to model depth-averaged, open-channel hydraulic conditions (Kernkamp et al., 2011). It289
requires a topographically-based mesh’s input and allows for the development of mesh with quadrilateral290
elements in a river channel and triangular elements in the floodplain. With spatially distributed inlet291
and outlet boundary conditions, and roughness parameters, they describe it as being ”very suitable for292
supercritical flows, bores and dam breaks”, as well as flooding computation (Hasselaar et al., 2013). The293
DFLOW FM also has the capacity to be run as a parallelized model in a high performance computing294
environment, where users can specify the number of partitions of the mesh to execute for the simulation at295
the same time in a tightly coupled manner. This allows DFLOW FM to run at a much faster speed.296

The CaSiMiR-Vegetation model is a dynamic riparian vegetation model that implements the rule-297
based logic in Benjankar et al. (2010; 2011). CaSiMiR-Vegetation was coded in Microsoft.Net using298
C# and is a proprietary software. The model requires a static input of spatially explicit vegetation299
communities which are defined in terms of type and age range. The evolution of the vegetation community300
is developed based on the functional relationships between physical processes, hydrologic condition, and301
vegetation communities. CaSiMiR-Vegetation has been shown to accurately predict the succession of302
riparian vegetation communities in a variety of different hydro-climatological conditions (Garcı́a-Arias303
et al., 2013). Because of the proprietary nature of CaSiMiR-Vegetation, the WC-WAVE team built a304
simplified, open-source version version of CaSiMiR-Vegetation in Python called RipCAS (Turner et al.,305
2016) to loosely couple with DFLOW-FM.306

3 RESULTS
Hydrologic research is interdisciplinary (Lele and Norgaard, 2005) and requires the involvement of experts307
from the hydrological sciences, software engineering, and cyberinfrastructure (CI). To meet the project’s308
objective to enable integration of creative observation and analytical strategies using advanced modeling309
approaches and CI in a virtual watershed platform (WesternTri-StateConsortium, 2017), working groups310
were formed that included a mixture of hydrological scientists, software engineers, and CI developers.311

The following sections outline targeted tools and technologies developed to address key challenges faced312
in the initial development of the VWP. The tools developed were focused on specific pieces of the modeling313
process and were applied to individual case studies to illustrate the required exchange of ideas and expertise314
between the watershed researchers, software engineers, and CI developers.315

Section 3.1 begins with a discussion of the model integration framework in both a standalone model316
scenario with iSNOBAL and PRMS used as examples and continues with integrated models on HPC317
platforms as a second scenario. In both cases data exchange with the data management platform is also318
addressed. Section 3.2 describes the Data Management Platform and the changes that were made to319
GSToRE along with the data/model adapters that were created to transform data from NetCDF to the input320
files needed by the various models.321

Section 3.3 describes the Data Visualization and Analysis provided by the platform and describes the322
web-based tools as well as the immersive virtual reality (VR) tools built for this platform.323
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3.1 Modeling324

The Modeling block of Figure 3 has several sub-blocks inside of it. The most commonly used ones are325
the stand alone models with HTTP Interfaces (referred to by (c) in the figure). These models are covered in326
Section 3.1.1. In that section the models that were used in this project are covered along with another tool327
to assist in the data input file creation (referred to by (d) in the figure). These also had a web-based user328
interface built for them described below.329

The second sub-block is labeled HPC. This sub-block is described in Section 3.1.2. In this section the two330
models (DFLOW and RipCas) are described and how they were integrated both in a parallel implementation331
of DFLOW (referred to by (a) in the figure) as well as the integration with RipCas (referred to by (b) in the332
figure).333

The model usage in our platform is not just another integration strategy but are really integration enablers.334
The fact that the gridding service allows us to take real time data from weather sites and create inputs for335
iSNOBAL and PRMS and attempt to conduct a range of hydrologic experiments on various processes,336
using different models to represent different processes, in the same basin is something that has not been337
easy in the past.338

The system components written in Python language are following PEP 8 coding convention, which339
describes coding style and layout. RESTful APIs developed for component C in Figure 3 can be separated340
into two groups: called by a user and called by a system component. If a RESTful API is usually used by a341
user, such as login, the API will be designed as domain name/function description. If a RESTful API342
is often requested by a system component, such as starting a new docker worker to execute model, the API343
will follow this format domain name/api/job description.344
3.1.1 Standalone Models with HTTP Interfaces345

To simplify the complex hydrologic simulation process and improve operational efficiency, HTTP346
interfaces are created in the VWP. The HTTP interfaces are created to support hydrologic models and347
facilitate a model integration with the VWP. To achieve this goal, we have implemented HTTP interfaces348
for hydrological modelers and developed a data visualization and analysis web application (introduced in349
Section 3.3) to demonstrate the concept. For now, PRMS and ISNOBAL are supported. If a modeler follows350
the configuration file format and have an executable model program, a hydrologic model can be integrated351
into the VWP and the corresponding HTTP interfaces will be functional. Advanced technologies, such as352
docker containers, are used in the PRMS and iSNOBAL modeling component. This component handles the353
external programming and manual operations of pre-processing, post-processing, model modification, and354
data transfer to/from the data management platform which substantially improves simulation efficiency355
through streamlining model development, execution, and analyses.356

To facilitate the model management and usage, containerization techniques using Docker are used in357
the system to wrap all required libraries and model execution files in an isolated capsule. Docker allows358
each system component to execute in a virtual environment (container) and each system component359
communicates with others through RESTful APIs (Fielding, 2000). Docker is similar to Virtual Machines360
through the provision of a linux-based execution environment, but requires fewer resources and is faster361
when starting up a new model execution container. This speed and resource reduction is because a Virtual362
Machine is executed with a full operating system and a docker container is executed with a shared363
lightweight docker engine in combination with a very lightweight OS layer on top of the engine. The364
Docker container approach removes the burden of model management by providing scientists with a365
consistent implementation of the contained model scenarios (Merkel, 2014).366
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The PRMS and iSNOBAL modeling component consists of two sub-components: Data Converter and367
Model Execution. The Data Converter converts data into different formats required by various models and368
repositories. The Model Execution sub-component handles model run requests.369

A complicating factor of implementing this tool is that the PRMS model requires custom data formats370
and and it was decided that the VWP would adopt an internal NetCDF storage model from which model371
specific representations could be extracted. To address this, a data format conversion component was372
implemented within the model component. This component converts data formats through RESTful373
APIs. NetCDF is widely used in climate data research, is machine-independent, and self-describing (Open374
Geospatial Consortium, 2014). This file format is not supported by all software and tools. Accordingly,375
the VWP possesses a data converter that writes data into a text format. It can translate a NetCDF file to376
a text file and vice-versa. The paper by Palathingal et al. explains this conversion process in more detail377
(Palathingal et al., 2016).378

The Model Execution sub-component offers default input files for PRMS and iSNOBAL models. Each379
model run is independent and executes in parallel using Docker Workers. The number of Docker Workers380
can be predefined or automatically updated based upon user needs. More details on the scalability framework381
design and validation are introduced in our previous papers (Hossain et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2018). Scientists382
can also inspect and download previous model runs (input and output files) that are discoverable through383
the VWP interface.384

The Data Converter and Model Execution components are wrapped within Docker containers. All PRMS385
and iSNOBAL modeling component containers can be updated and reused. New system modules can be386
added and integrated if the PRMS and iSNOBAL modeling component interface format is followed (i.e.387
using RESTful requests). This structure allows for extension of the VWP to new hydrologic models. More388
details about how to extend the VWP with a new model are introduced in (Hossain et al., 2017).389

Behind the PRMS and iSNOBAL modeling components are RESTful APIs (Fielding, 2000) with390
which the models can be easily accessed, modified, visualized, analyzed, and managed. This approach391
is beneficial not only for the model development process, but also for exploring scenarios with multiple392
model implementations, such as using a scenario-based approach (Menzel and Bürger, 2002; Bossa et al.,393
2014) to answer the question, “How do model outputs, like streamflow, change if the model inputs, like394
precipitation, change in response to human activities or climate change?” (Adams, 2009; Hofgaard et al.,395
2009).396
3.1.2 HPC397

Individual hydrologic models tend to be designed to model one hydrologic flux well. To extend398
understanding of hydrologic processes then, it makes sense that the interaction between two models,399
that specialize in producing reasonable estimates of distinct fluxes, may benefit the hydrologic sciences by400
providing greater insight into the interactions between the two fluxes. In many instances a single model can401
require enough computational resources that the model is ran in an HPC environment. In addition, HPC402
environments can be leveraged to make computations more efficient by splitting the spatial and/or temporal403
domain of a model. One of the goals of the WC-WAVE was to incorporate a generalized framework for404
addressing the modeling coupling process into the VWP. As it stands, the model coupling team developed405
a general framework for addressing the model coupling process in a standalone HPC environment.406

The model coupling team focused on addressing the potential pitfalls associated with coupling two407
spatiotemporally distributed models. Two hypothetically selected models would be required to share408
partial spatial and temporal domains and must have some data dependence resulting from individual model409
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simulation output. Given the vast number of hydrologic models and developers, very few models have the410
same input and output data structure. The workflow was developed to handle data transfer, data integration,411
and data management.412

Each model required a wrapper and configuration file for set-up and file processing. The configuration413
file defines inputs for each model (assuming the modeling domain, input, and parameter files are provided),414
and the number of cycles of model simulation that are intended to occur as part of the experiment. Data415
handling is done through conversion of model output to NetCDF format data libraries which are then416
used to produce the data input to the next model run. In the instance that the model domain structures are417
different, interpolation tools have been implemented to estimate input data at specified points or grid cells.418
Special consideration needs to also be given to the alignment of temporal data and how one might go about419
limiting input of data from one model to the next assuming a large timestep in one model consists of a420
number of timesteps in the other. The modeler needs to understand whether the final timestep from a nested421
set of timesteps is sufficient to drive the next model or whether an algorithm needs to be implemented to422
determine a reasonable input for a variable.423

The conceptual workflow described above was implemented by the model coupling team andwas applied424
to the coupling of DFLOW FM and RipCAS to produce CoRD (Coupled RipCAS-DFLOW) (Turner et al.,425
2016; Gregory et al., 2019). Model coupling, both tight and loose coupling, were originally planned to426
be carried out using the CSDMS modeling framework. However, due to issues of operating system and427
interface incompatibility the decision was made to use a different method. Challenges with CSDMS are428
discussed in Section 5.2. To circumvent these challenges, the WC-WAVE model coupling team decided to429
proceed through the coupling process by leveraging the University of New Mexico’s Center for Advanced430
Computing Research HPC resources, building a workflow and necessary architecture for coupled and431
spatially distributed hydrodynamic model simulations in the Python language.432

The CoRD infrastructure has automated a number of steps required for set-up and post-processing of433
parallelized DFLOW FM runs as seen in Figure 4. We developed a wrapper with a configuration file that434
allowed us to define the number of iterations of the CoRD cycle and it also handled the data conversion435
between each module at each loosely coupled time step. For instance, a Manning’s n value was derived436
for each grid cell vegetation type in RipCAS, and it was also necessary to convert RipCAS .asc files to437
NetCDF formatted files that were compatible with DFLOW FM. CoRD automates the directory set-up438
for each scenario, modifies input files as needed, adjusts boundary conditions for each discharge scenario,439
handles file conversion between DFLOW and RipCAS, and simplifies results by outputting only results440
from the last time step in DFLOW and RipCAS. This architecture allows modelers more time to focus on441
scientific questions, model development, and production of high quality science.442

Due to the computing requirements of DFLOW FM, the model was partitioned and simulations required443
tight coupling in a HPC environment. RipCAS and DFLOW FM were loosely coupled, having annual444
time steps and time steps that run under 1 minute over a period of days, respectively. While RipCAS445
only requires one time step for simulation, it is not uncommon for DFLOW FM to produce hundreds or446
thousands of results that can be output at the users request. Results from DFLOW FM were only taken447
from the final time step and sub-domains of the mesh were stitched together before being converted to448
input for RipCAS.449

Before initialization of a new coupled model simulation, users are required to develop the mesh for450
DFLOW FM and setup necessary boundary conditions in text files formatted to DFLOW FM standards.451
The automation of establishing initial boundary conditions, while possible, was not considered in this452
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project. Watershed models can generally be developed through use of time series and spatial information453
input to a modeling framework (i.e. Zhu et al. (2019)). However, the authors are not aware of any mesh454
development tools for 2D and 3D hydrodynamics models available through an open source integrated455
modeling framework. RipCAS only requires field-based identification of vegetation type in a gridded456
format and a library of Manning’s n values associated with each vegetation type.457

3.1.3 Gridding Service458

A significant challenge for gridded models (like ISNOBAL) is the creation of the input datasets for the459
model. In (Kormos et al., 2014), input datasets were created by hand and took a long time to create and460
validate. Some elements can be interpolated, while others need different physics-based computations to461
calculate required inputs at each grid point.462

To address this challenge, we created climate station interpolation tools (Delparte, last accessed463
10/3/2019). These Python scripts were created to provide watershed scientists with an advanced set464
of tools to interpolate point-scale meteorologic station data into spatially-distributed gridded datasets.465
These interpolation models, listed in Table 1, take advantage of services such as the Open Geospatial466
Consortium’s (OGC) web processing services (WPS) and ESRI’s geoprocessing services. Both services467
can be implemented in a desktop-based geographic information system (GIS) environment, or accessed468
through simple web interfaces and RESTful uniform resource locators (URLs), allowing for widespread469
accessibility.470

Automating part of the input data creation process simplifies the process of running ISNOBAL and other471
distributed hydrological models, such as PRMS (Leavesley et al., 1983) or HydroGeoSphere (Therrien472
et al., 2010).473

At the Reynolds Creek watershed in southwest Idaho, the USDA Agricultural Research Service operates474
an experimental watershed and has collected data since 1962 from over 30 stations of varying operation,475
duration, and types. The concentration of recording stations in the Reynolds Creek watershed has made476
it ideal for evaluating the climate station interpolation tools. Cross validation of spatially distributed air477
temperature using this tool, see Figure 5, shows that the empirical Bayesian kriging interpolation method478
implemented in the interpolation toolkit provides accurate results for climate parameters for the Reynolds479
Creek South sub-watershed.480

3.2 Data Management Platform481

The enhancements to the data management platform33 in support of the developed model-visualization-482
data integration system are based upon the base GSToRE platform described in Section 2.1 above. These483
enhancements were developed to meet three specific needs: 1) required support for encapsulated, self-484
documenting, array-based data formats for data exchange and storage within the data management system,485
2) enhanced authentication capabilities that enable read/write access to the data management system486
through public-facing HTTP service calls, and 3) resilient data transfer support for large file transfers over487
HTTP connections. These specific development activities were embedded in the broader devleopment488
effort to specifically expand the capabilities of the base GSToRE platform to better support model-related489
data content within the data management platform. The specific dataset-related capabilities within the490
VWP by the end of the project include (from the ”Datasets” section of the VWP documentation34):491

• Service Description: Retrieve the dataset service description. This contains information regarding the492
type of dataset, the services available, and the download options. (Available in GSToRE V3)493

33 https://virtualwatershed.github.io/vwp-gstore/gstore v3/resources/docs/index.html
34 https://virtualwatershed.github.io/vwp-gstore/gstore v3/resources/docs/stable/datasets.html
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• Dataset Streaming: Stream text-based tabular or vector datasets. (Available in GSToRE V3)494

• Download Dataset: Download a specified dataset in a requested format. (Available in GSToRE V3)495

• Dataset Documentation: GSToRE includes support for FGDC-STD-001-1998 (file or vector) or496
FGDC-STD-012-2002 (raster), ISO-19115:2003, ISO-19119, and ISO-19110 standards. ISO-19119 is497
only available for those datasets with web services; ISO-19110 only for vector or tabular datasets. The498
dataset service description provides the complete listing of metadata options for a dataset. (Available499
in GSToRE V3)500

• Previews: Deprecated - delivery of a simple HTML data preview client for a specific dataset. Available501
OGC services are recommended as an alternative to this capability.502

• Dataset Attributes: Retrieve the attribute definitions for vector or tabular data in the platform.503

• Dataset Upload: Allows uploading of model data to the Virtual Watershed file system.504

• Data Upload (Swift): Allows uploading of model data to the Virtual Watershed file system using swift505
client intermediary. See below for a more detailed description of the developed resilient data transfer506
based on Swift.507

• Dataset Information Upload: Uploads Javascript Object Notation (JSON) formatted information508
about data that has been inserted in to the database.509

• Update Dataset Information: Update previously uploaded dataset information.510

• Attribute Information Upload: Upload attribute information for existing vector data within the511
system. This information supports the generation of ISO-19110 Feature Catalog documentation.512

• Geometry Information Upload: Upload geometry and feature ID information for integration into an513
existing vector dataset in the VWP.514

• Feature Information Upload: Uploads attribute feature information about an existing vector dataset.515
This information supports the generation of ISO-19110 Feature Catalog documentation.516

• Create New Model Run: Creates a database record of the new model run and associated unique517
identifier with which uploaded data files must be associated.518

• Verify Existing Model Run: Verifies if a model run identifier (UUID) already exists.519

While a running instance of the VWP data management platform is no longer available for public testing,520
the current version of the New Mexico Resource Geographic Information System’s data discovery and521
access site35 is based upon a parallel version of the GSToRE platform, and many of the data discovery and522
access functions of the data management platform can be tested following the sample code in the GSToRE523
V3 online documentation36.524

Encapsulated, Self-documenting Data Support: The Network Common Data Form (NetCDF37) format525
was adopted for the project as the shared data exchange and storage format for model-related data collections526
and associated structural metadata. This choice allowed for the encapsulation of all of the data related to a527
specific model instance (initialization, boundary conditions, run parameters) into a single package with528
associated metadata that document the content of the file package. As NetCDF is a file format broadly529
used in the environmental modeling community and has software libraries in a variety of programming530
languages it is a logical choice for maximum interoperability with both the specific models integrated531
in this project and future models that adopt a similar strategy. The implementation of NetCDF support532

35 http://rgis.unm.edu/rgis6/
36 http://gstore.unm.edu
37 https://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/
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in the data management system also extended the options for storing data that are provided full support533
by the data access and transform services provided by the platform. When completed, the implemented534
NetDCF support within the platform enabled the delivery of OGC Web Map and Web Coverage services535
based upon the content of the NetCDF files stored within the data management system’s file system. These536
services were then available, along with access to the full NetCDF files, for use by the data visualization537
and analysis system and modeling tools.538

Enhanced Authentication: The implementation of write access to the data management system from539
remote clients through the platform’s web services required the development of an authentication capability540
in the system that had not previously been required. The authentication API was developed as part of the541
Swift data upload system (described below) and involves the secure provision of username and password542
credentials and the return of an authorization token that may then be used for subsequent data uploads to the543
system. The authentication process and sample python code for submission of authentication information544
and subsequent upload of data using the provided token is provided in the Swift Authentication Token545
section of the Virtual Watershed Platform documentation38. With this authentication model in place remote546
data and metadata upload services were publicly published, allowing for secure transmission of data and547
associated standards-based (i.e. FGDC and ISO 19115) metadata files. The upload process, including548
sample code and a sample FGDC metadata file template is documented in the Datasets Upload section of549
the Virtual Watershed Platform documentation39.550

Resilient Data Transfer: During development and testing of the interaction between the project’s551
modeling systems and the data management platform limitations in the use of a standard HTTP file transfer552
model proved unstable for large files (e.g. over 2 GB in some cases). This instability was intermittent, but of553
sufficient frequency that a strategy to mitigate it was required. The OpenStack Swift40 object storage system554
was implemented to provide the robust file upload capabilities required by the project. Swift provides large555
object support41 that provides for segmentation of large files into smaller pieces that can then be uploaded556
sequentially or in parallel, and methods for ensuring that the individual segments will be resent if transfer557
is unsuccessful. Documentation and sample python code for the Swift large file upload support in the558
Virtual Watershed Platform data management system is available in the published documentation42.559

3.3 Data Visualization and Analysis560

To facilitate model modification and execution, a web-based visualization and interaction tool has been561
implemented and introduced in this section. PRMS models are used as examples to explain functions and562
design ideas. A modeler is able to research different scenarios by modifying input files and comparing563
model simulation results.564

It is straightforward to create a user-defined simulation scenario with our web data visualization and565
interaction application. A modeler needs only to select an existing model simulation or prepare his/her566
model scenario inputs. By modifying different parameters of the model inputs, a modeler can easily create567
different scenarios. For example, if a modeler would like to study the importance of vegetation in deserts,568
the modeler can change the vegetation types from “bare ground” to “grass” in different parts of the study569
area. After this step, a modeler can specify Hydrologic Response Units (HRUs) of the study area which570

38 https://virtualwatershed.github.io/vwp-gstore/gstore v3/resources/docs/stable/services.html#gettoken
39 https://virtualwatershed.github.io/vwp-gstore/gstore v3/resources/docs/stable/datasets.html#upload
40 https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Swift
41 https://docs.openstack.org/swift/latest/overview large objects.html
42 https://virtualwatershed.github.io/vwp-gstore/gstore v3/resources/docs/stable/datasets.html#swiftupload
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could be changed. Using this configuration information, the PRMS Scenario tool understands what to571
modify and where to modify it.572

HRU Selection Methods: Two different methods of selecting HRUs are available in the system:573
parameter and manual selection. Parameter selection allows for HRUs to be selected based on parameter574
values. Manual selection allows for HRUs to be selected manually from a 2D grid map. Using either575
method, the HRUs can be modified and subsequently used to re-run PRMS scenarios. Figure 6 shows a576
screenshot of the model modification component of the data visualization and interaction tool. On this577
screen parameter selection or manual selection can be toggled with menu buttons on the left.578

Manual Selection: The primary and most fundamental means of user interaction in the system is called579
manual selection. With this method, using a drag and drop operation, a user is able to select HRU cells580
directly on the 2D grid map. When a user wishes to select a single HRU, they need only to place the581
mouse cursor over their desired HRU cell and perform a left click. When selecting multiple HRUs at582
once, a user must left click on the HRU cell, drag along the desired direction, and then release the mouse583
button. HRU’s selected in this fashion will be then highlighted with a clear yellow color. By clicking584
the ‘Apply to Grid’ button, the HRU grid map will update values across all selected grid cells, showing585
new value for selected HRUs. By selecting ‘Save to File’ current parameter values loaded in HRUs will586
be saved to the model input file from which this visualization is derived. Figure 7 shows an example of587
UI-based model modification with our manual selection interface. Specifically, in this example the user588
changes the vegetation type of selected HRUs between shrubs (Type 2), grass (Type 1) and trees (Type 3).589
Model modification via our dedicated component in the web application is intuitive and easy to use. This590
component allows for the modification of many different model parameters at the same time and mitigates591
unnecessary model re-runs. Our model modifier also gives clear feedback to the user in the form of alerts592
when modifying parameters. When selecting a given parameter, an alert box is generated showing details593
of the chosen parameter. The displayed details include the name, description, and minimum/maximum594
thresholds for the parameter. This alert mechanism warns the user when they input an incorrect value for595
the parameter. This feedback saves time of researchers performing scenario-based studies, by notifying596
them of possible problem with their model before a extraneous run occurs.597

Parameter Selection: Parameter selection allows the user to pick specific HRUs based on a set parameter598
constraint. For example, Figure 8 demonstrates the scenario where an user wants to change the vegetation599
type of cells with grass (Type 1) to trees (Type 3) for HRUs at an elevation between 2000 and 4000. In this600
example the ‘cov type’ is the vegetation type and ‘hru elev‘ is the elevation. The user can add or remove601
multiple parameters by pressing the ‘Add’ button or ‘remove’ button to fine-tune the selection of HRU’s602
even further. The user can select conditions for checking if a value greater, less than, or between two values.603
The ‘Submit’ button enables the system to filter out HRUs that satisfy all parameter constraints and update604
those HRUs with the new given value.605

Modifications made to the model are visualized in real time on a 2d grid mapping all HRUs. The values606
of parameters are reflected on the map with different color intensities. High parameter values are rendered607
with darker colors, while low values are displayed with lighter hues. After parameter modifications are608
made, the HRU grid is applied to a Google map. This overlay of HRU grid on a geographic map provides609
users with contextual geospatial information that can be used to verify data. The user can toggle the map610
overlay and adjust transparency values by clicking the respective buttons in the sidebar. Figure 9 shows the611
HRU grid mapped to a real geographic area.612
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Unity 3D Visualization: In addition to the 2D visualization in a web application, we have also613
implemented a Unity 3D43 watershed visualization tool (Carthen et al., 2015; Carthen et al., 2016).614
The main goal is to observe and analyze geospatial datasets and theoretical model data acquired from615
GSToRE. This client utilized a Model View Controller (MVC) architectural pattern for the user interface.616
The Model component receives OGC services data (terrain, rivers, streams, roads, imagry, etc.) which are617
then parsed by GDAL44 to make them usable by the visualization application. Besides the data interaction618
and visualization methods, our 3D Unity application can create terrian and render data in a realistic 3D619
environment, which is necessary for geospatial data, such as elevation. Figure 10 is an example displaying620
choropleths (thematic maps) in a 3D environment based on Dry Creek data. Terrain topology and vegetation621
data are also displayed. Besides a normal 3D mode, the application also has a VR mode, which supports622
HTC Vive45 VR devices. A user can walk or teleport in the virtual 3D study area and interact with the623
environment, such as checking data.624

4 USAGE SCENARIO
To illustrate how the components of our proposed platform work together, the following discussion provides625
an example of vegetation change effects on hydrologic processes modeled within the VWP-enabled system.626
A pre-developed PRMS executable is installed as a Docker container in the VWP as shown in component C627
of Figure 3. A user loads PRMS input files, namely, the parameter file, data file, and control file. The data628
converter introduced in Section 3.1.1 extracts information from the input files and stores the PRMS model629
inputs within a NetCDF file, which is a machine-independent and self-describing file format. This NetCDF630
file, with associated metadata and model run information, is transferred to the Data Management Platform631
(component E of Figure 3) through a series of RESTful API calls employing a combination of JSON and632
XML data packages that 1) create a new model in the data management system to which all subsequent633
data uploads are linked, 2) upload data files that are linked to an existing model ID, 3) upload JSON and634
structured FGDC metadata for those data files, 4) upload additional structured metadata as JSON to support635
dataset specific attributes to enable support for multiple ISO and other documentation standards. The user636
can modify model input, both time-serious meteorologic variables and spatial-distributed hydrology-related637
parameters, such as vegetation types, vegetation cover density, and canopy interception storage capacity,638
through the PRMS web interface and evaluate the hydrologic responses by rerunning the model.639

Screenshots of the user interface from the vegetation modification example are provided in Figure 6640
and 7. To perform the elevation-based vegetation change, a user can choose the parameter of vegetation641
type to be displayed on the gridded map, select an elevation range (in example, 1000 m and 1200 m), and642
change the vegetation type to ’bare soil’ by inputting the 0 in the ”change into” box, where the vegetation643
type ’0’ is defined as ’bare soil’ in PRMS model (This is shown in Figure 8). Similarly, parameters that644
are associated with vegetation cover (vegetation properties) are updated to reflect user modifications. By645
conditionally choosing the region elevated between 1000m and 1200m, a user can change all vegetation-646
related parameters by selecting the parameters of interest, such as the vegetation cover density, and replace647
them with a value of 0, indicating no canopy existing in the selected region. The values of 0-4, represent648
the different vegetation types, are read from the input files of the pre-developed PRMS model and are649
discussed in the caption of Figure 7.650

43 https://unity.com/
44 https://gdal.org
45 https://www.vive.com/us/
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The results of this second model run can also be transferred to the data management system (through the651
same series of API interaction steps outlined above) for storage, discovery, and sharing with other models,652
analysis, and visualization tools.653

An interactive data visualization interface is available, shown in components C and F of Figure 3, for a654
user to visualize and input parameters in a 2D and 3d visualization environments. Figure 9 is a screenshot655
of the vegetation parameter visualization overlain on a Google Map (Hossain et al., 2017), provided656
within the PRMS web interface. Figure 10 illustrates the visualization of model parameters combined with657
additional topographical data within the 3d Unity visualization environment. The data visualized in the658
3d environment are accessed from the data management platform through the published OGC Web Map,659
Web Feature, and Web Coverage services published by the system for data held in the platform. A user660
can modify model spatially distributed parameters using 2D interfaces as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8.661
Similar input parameter modification features will be implemented for 3D virtual environments in the662
future.663

After the model parameters are modified based on specific research requirements, a user can execute664
the PRMS model and visualize simulation outputs using multiple visualization methods. Multiple PRMS665
simulations can be executed in parallel using the VWP to compare different scenarios and corresponding666
outputs. Such scenario-base simulation allows users to compare hydrologic responses with what-if questions667
performed on meteorologic forces or land cover/land use variations. Each model simulation run is executed668
in an isolated Docker container as introduced in Section 3.1.1 and the output is stored in the Data669
Management Platform for later discovery, access and use in analysis, visualization and additional modeling670
systems.671

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Science672

Physical-based modeling is a preferable approach in the hydrology community because of its advancing673
capability of extrapolating to changing conditions (Sivapalan, 2003; Seibert and van Meerveld, 2016) and674
exploring mechanistic processes. Due to the complexity and heterogeneity inherent in the hydrologic cycle,675
the modeling of watershed processes has historically been characterized by a broad spectrum of disciplines676
including data management, visualization, statistical analyses. Today’s modelers are daunted by the large677
volume of available data and rapidly advancing computer software and hardware technologies. Beyond678
solving water science questions, extra time and effort is required to process and integrate the modeling data,679
e.g., data structure documentation, format conversion, point-to-area interpolation, and comparative analysis680
across model runs. By providing seamless structured data communication and data visualization, the use of681
an integrated virtual modeling framework helps water modelers integrate modeling efforts, streamline data682
conversion and analysis, and ultimately focus more effort on answering scientific questions.683

While cross-disciplinary research has been highlighted as critically important to promote better684
understanding and practice (Kelly et al., 2019), cross-disciplinary work is also emphasized in modeling685
realms where study boundaries, languages, techniques, and experience constrain the advancement of Earth686
science as an integrated system (Laniak et al., 2013). As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, while the DFLOW687
and RipCAS models each have their own specific modeling realm of channel hydraulics and riparian688
evolution, the CoRD (the integrated form of these two models), allows direct data communication between689
two models, which lowers the disciplinary boundaries and barriers for high quality science.690

While the use of the VWP does required researcher to have certain a level of knowledge regarding the691
individual models and associated data, it provides a consistent environment that synthesizes all of the692
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model development efforts needed to conduct scenario-based modeling. Such cause-and-effect model693
simulation is a typical approach to understanding the influence of model components, which is a great694
help in modeling education. By lowering the technical requirements, students can have better access to695
hydrologic models and perform high quality water science, such as assessing the effects of external stresses,696
e.g. climate and land cover, on surface and groundwater interactions; exploring hydrologic mechanisms697
responsible for changes in groundwater levels, summer baseflows, spring flows, and soil moisture; and698
providing a unique opportunity to thoroughly explore complex interactions.699

5.2 Generalizability700

As originally envisioned, the WC-WAVE project was going to implement tightly-coupled model701
integration through the CSDMS platform when possible, and employ alternative coupling techniques702
when needed. The planned CSDMS model components would be linked within CSDMS to data access703
components also developed within CSDMS that would enable bi-directional data and metadata exchange704
with the planned data management platform and visualization tools. Ultimately, during the period of705
active model integration for the project, the use of CSDMS was not going to be feasible due to unmet706
CSDMS source code and operating system requirements for three of the models planned for use in the707
project: the proprietary CaSiMiR vegetation model (Benjankar et al., 2011) for which source code was not708
available and the required Windows operating system was not available within CSDMS; the proprietary709
HydroGeoSphere model (Therrien and Sudicky, 1996; Therrien et al., 2010) for which source code was710
not available; and the SRH-2D (Lai, 2008) two-dimensional (2D) hydraulic, sediment, temperature, and711
vegetation model for river systems for which source code could not be obtained. These limitations resulted712
in the alternative model integration approaches that are described in this paper. That having been said, the713
originally planned CSDMS integration strategy with the developed data management system remains a714
viable option as described below.715

The model/data/visualization integration strategies developed, demonstrated, and described in this paper716
are more broadly generalizable in the following ways:717

• The development of data connectivity and conversion components within the CSDMS using the Basic718
Model Interface (BMI)46 that support bi-directional communication with external GSToRE-based data719
management systems and the models registered with CSDMS that are either Web Modeling Tool47 or720
Python Modeling Tool48 enabled.721

• The development of additional model-data adapters that support the bi-directional exchange with722
GSToRE-based data management systems723

• Containerization, with data adapters, of additional models that can then be exposed through the model724
configuration and control capabilities developed as part of the HTTP model interface.725

• The visualization of diverse 2d and 3d spatial data beyond those generated by the models described726
here through integration and publication through the data management platform.727

• The development of automated workflows within storage systems such as iRODS that automate the728
exchange of model data and associated documentation with a shared data management system like that729
developed by the WC-WAVE project.730

These are just some examples of the opportunities that are created when web-service based loosely-731
coupled data management and exchange capabilities like those implemented in the developed data732

46 https://bmi-spec.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
47 https://csdms.colorado.edu/wmt/
48 https://csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/PyMT
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management platform are combined with tightly- and loosely-coupled model integration tools and data733
visualization and analysis tools that are also enabled for data access through standards-based and custom734
web services.735

6 SOFTWARE & TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION
The Software developed for the VWP is available through open source licenses. Most of it is under736
the MIT license49,some is under the BSD 3-clause license50 and some is under the Apache License737
Version 2.051.Documentation and source code can be found on the VWP code landing page https:738
//virtualwatershed.github.io/vwp-project-info/. This page has detailed discussion about739
each module as well as links to the GitHub repositories for each component. The rest of this section740
itemizes the components and provides GitHub links, the programming language used as well as the license741
for that component.742

6.1 GSToRE for the Data Management Platform743

As described in Section 2 and in Section 3 and illustrated in Figure 3, GSToRE forms the basis for the744
data management platform for the VWP. This data management platform was developed to enable research745
data management, discovery, and access for both spatial and non-spatial data. It uses a service-oriented746
architecture that is based on a combination of multiple database platforms and a Python-based API that747
implements a combination of custom RESTful APIs and standards-based Open Geospatial Consortium748
services.749

• Project Link: http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.831213750

• Operating system: Linux751

• Programming language: Python integration and service code linking components in a variety of752
languages753

• License(s): Apache License Version 2.0754

• Documentation Location: The API documentation for the VWP is included in the above cited project755
link. It is accessible as a set of HTML documentation pages at: resources/docs/architecture.html within756
the referenced repository.757

6.2 VWP Web Tool for Stand Alone Models with HTTP interfaces758

The VWP Web Tool has code for two components of Figure 3. The first is the user interface in the759
Modeling/HTTP box and the second is the Web-based visualization tool in the Data Visualization &760
Analysis Component. This code allows users to create model runs, generate scenarios, visualize model761
files, and share data via the GSToRE platform all via a web interface. The user-friendly interface enables a762
user to define and execute complicated modeling jobs by clicking buttons, a much easier procedure than763
the traditional workflow that an environmental scientist needs to manually execute to change model inputs.764
It is also able to visualize and compare results. Different hydrological models can be integrated into this765
tool. The execution part of Docker Worker can be updated and other system components can be reused.766

• Project Link: http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.831226767

• Operating system: Ubuntu768

49 https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT
50 https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
51 https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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• Programming language: Python769

• License(s): MIT770
6.3 3D Visualization Tool for Data Visualization and Analysis771

Once the Web interface was finished, users asked for a 3D high-resolution visualization of the watersheds772
and the output of the models. A Unity Visualization Tool was developed to visualize geographic data in a773
3D world and display the model run data. A user can travel in the 3D world, access local and remote VWP774
data, and display results. In addition to the traditional visualization method, such as line chart and table,775
the tool can also render data on a 3D terrain and update data based on timestamp. This code fits under the776
Data Visualization & Analysis Component of Figure 3.777

• Project Link: https://github.com/HPC-Vis/Virtual-Watershed-Client778

• Operating system: Windows, Unity779

• Programming language: C#780

• License(s): MIT781
6.4 Model Data Adapters782

The models in the VWP all accept data in a wide variety of formats. This significantly complicated the783
process of integrating different models and their associated data into their simulations. The team developed784
Model Data Adapters to automatically translate the date to and from our base data storage format (NetCDF).785

We started with the adaptors for PRMS. For this model the adapters allow the creation and manipulation786
of PRMS (input, parameter, and output) files and for running PRMS itself. The adapters facilitate the use of787
NetCDF for PRMS, enabling anyone who knows how to use NetCDF to use PRMS. Without these adapters,788
one would have to learn the PRMS-specific file format, and convert their data to match that format. We789
also have adapters for other models including iSNOBAL, and hooks for other models such as dFlow and790
RipCas.791

• Project Link: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.831222792

• Operating system: Ubuntu793

• Programming language: Python794

• License(s): MIT795
6.5 Data Converter Tool796

The Data converter tool was designed to convert between file formats. It was implemented as a web797
based application that calls the Model Data Adapters described previously. This tool is important because798
the NetCDF file format was adopted by the VWP as the data interchange format and is directly used in799
some models but some hydrologic models only accept and generate text files. This tool enables the data800
connection and transfer among different model components of the VWP, and it also provides a graphical801
user interface to assist with the conversion.802

• Project Link: http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.831219803

• Operating system: Ubuntu804

• Programming language: Python805

• License(s): MIT806
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6.6 CoRD807

The Coupled RipCAS-DFLOW model Gregory et al, submitted has two distinct contributions in one808
repository. First, we developed RipCAS, the Riparian Community Alteration and Succession model, in809
Python to model vegetation succession in a floodplain. While there was an existing Windows version of810
RipCAS, it was not available under an open source license, and did not have an API to complement its811
Windows interface. Second, we built infrastructure to couple RipCAS to DFLOW. This infrastructure812
includes data converters, a boundary-condition solver, and logic to automatically submit a new DFLOW813
job to the cluster for each year of the simulation (which may span many decades).814

• Project Link: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.831215815

• Operating system: Linux816

• Programming language: Python817

• License(s): BSD-3-Clause818

6.7 CSIT819

The WC-WAVE Climate Station Interpolation Toolkit (CSIT) (Chapman et al., last accessed 10/23/2017)820
is a set of tools for creating spatially interpolated grid surfaces from climate station data by time-step.821
Included is a cross validation toolkit that produces several uncertainty surfaces for each interpolation time822
step and records the processing time required to calculate each grid surface.823

• Project Link: http://geoviz.geology.isu.edu/delparte_labs/VWCSIT/824

• Operating system: Linux825

• Programming language: Python826

• License(s): MIT827
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0814449, 0918635, and IIA-1329470. Additional support for the development of the GSToRE platform830
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System (NM RGIS - http://rgis.unm.edu) program and NASA’s ACCESS program (award NNX12AF52A).832
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8 RESPONSES
8.1 Reviewer 11023

Comment1024

My suggestions are (1) including one or two examples on how the VWP can be used to support watershed1025
modeling. For example, from data collection, analysis, model execution, and visualization. Specifically, it1026
would be helpful to analyze some hydrologic variables from the models, such as streamflow, soil moisture,1027
ET, etc.1028

Response1029

We have addressed suggestion 1 through the addition of a new Section in the paper (Section 4 Usage1030
Scenario). In this section we provide a more complete usage scenario that illustrates the interaction during1031
the model-data infusion processes described in the paper. In this scenario, we use the study of hydrologic1032
responses to vegetation change as an example and have a high-level description of the interaction between1033
the PRMS modeling component and the data management platform. This includes the model parameter1034
input modification, multiple model executions, and 2D/3D visualization with varies hydrologic variable1035
output. Visual comparisons and statistical analyses of upon the result variables, such as streamflow,1036
evapotranspiration, and soil moisture, provide critical information for analyzing the water flow path and1037
storage responding to the vegetation change.1038

Comment1039

(2) as to parameter analysis, please specify if the VWP can run parameter sensitivity and uncertainty1040
analyses. If yes, what methods are used.1041

Response1042

While there are not direct functions for sensitivity analysis included in the current VWP structure, we1043
support the opportunity to do so by providing flexibility in model input adjustments with algebraic functions.1044
Such functions provide convenient ways to perform typical trial-and-error approach for sensitivity analyses.1045
The authors have conducted test cases for adjusting meteorologic forces with 1%, 2%, 5%, 10% of increase1046
or decrease in maximum and minimum temperature and precipitation, and rerun of the model on VWP,1047
compared the results with before-change simulations in a time-series manner, including the watershed1048
outlet streamflow, mean evapotranspiration, and mean soil moisture over the entire simulation area, etc.1049

Comment1050

(3) Can the authors share the code for the VWP? Is it possible to share an example online to allow readers1051
to test the platform?1052

Response1053

In the time since the end of the WC-WAVE project the running instance of the data management platform1054
and associated services has been shut down. The New Mexico Resource Geographic Information System1055
(NM RGIS) is running the current version of their geospatial data clearinghouse on a slightly modified1056
version of the GSToRE platform that still reflects the public-facing API capabilities if readers would like to1057
experiment with those. This connection to RGIS is noted in lines 494-498 in the revised manuscript.1058

8.2 Reviewer 31059

comment1060
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The authors present a cyberinfrastructure, called Virtual Watershed Platform, for coupling multiple1061
hydrological physical models, visualizing model input and outputs, and managing the model database.1062
On other words, it aims to achieve a general data-model integration by using standardized web service1063
technologies for watershed studies. I like the way that many existing standard services or utilities are1064
adopted in developing the framework (e.g., netCDF, docker, and various database services). However,1065
I have two major concerns regarding the model coupling part and the RESTful service design in this1066
framework. Some minor revisions are also suggested at the end.1067

Model coupling. The authors acknowledge the difficulty in coupling numerical models due to the1068
inconsistency in programming language, spatial/temporal grids, variables names, and etc (Lines: 73-76),1069
and claim that the VWP framework is designed by “incorporating many of the elements” (Line: 77) and1070
“is aligned with the component-based strategies” (Line: 44) as OpenMI and CSDMS do. Nevertheless,1071
the way that the four models are incorporated in the framework is either being treated as standalone1072
models (i.e., PRMS and iSNOBAL) or hardly coupled (i.e., DFLOW-RipCAS). That does not address the1073
difficulty of coupling models in your framework. Also the framework does not allow adding models in1074
a plug-and-play manner, such that numerous coding is still required without any standard (e.g., OpenMI1075
and BMI) followed if one needs to add a new model in the framework. Though the possibility of adopting1076
BMI interface is discussed in Section 4.2., it is not implemented in the current version of the framework.1077
Having said that, I suggest the orientation of the manuscript can be re-positioned to data-model integration,1078
with component-based modeling as the future direction of the study. (Also, the title “mixed-coupling1079
models” might be misleading since the model coupling part in this study is weak compared with the data1080
visualization and management part.)1081

Response1082

The title of the paper has been revised to better reflect the appropriately identified data-model integration1083
capabilities described in the paper. A tuning of the language and a more explicit emphasis on data-model1084
integration instead of model integration has been carried throughout the paper in response to this helpful1085
suggestion. Additionally, the language was rephrased to give less importance to individual instances in1086
which models were used and more importance to the bigger picture in which the conceptual ideas developed,1087
infrastructure and frameworks could be applied to an improved version of the VWP in the future.1088

Comment1089

The HTTP interface design of standalone models. The two models (i.e., PRMS and iSNOBAL) are1090
wrapped with a layer of HTTP interface for accessing, modifying, visualizing the models, so that the data1091
management platform can easily interact with the models based on predefined rules or metadata of these1092
RESTful services (Section 3.1.1). Nonetheless, it is unclear of how these rules or metadata are designed1093
(I didn’t find the corresponding documentation based on the URL given in Section 5.2 neither). Are they1094
self-defined? Or do they adopt some other standard (e.g., from OGC)? If they are self-defined, are these1095
new rules generic enough for providing different kinds of information about a model and its variables?1096
All these questions are not answered in the manuscript. Besides, if the authors prescribe their own rules1097
for RESTful services, it basically creates another layer of complexity when a new model is added, which1098
might be something the authors need to concern for the future development of their framework.1099

Response1100

The system components written in Python language are following PEP 8 coding convention, which1101
describes how our code is written. RESTful APIs developed for component C in Figure 3 can be separated1102
into two groups: called by a user and called by a system component. If a RESTful API is usually used by a1103
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user, such as login, the API will be designed as domain name/function description. If a RESTful API1104
is often requested by a system component, such as starting a new docker worker to execute model, the API1105
will follow this format domain name/api/job description. Changes have been made in Section 3.1 to1106
clarify the ideas.1107

The RESTful and standards-based web services published by the data management platform are1108
documented within the collection of web-based documentation pages included in the VWP-GSToRE1109
Github repository. Additional references to this documentation have been included in the manuscript, as1110
has a longer and more specific discussion of the supported documentation standards and services that1111
are included in the system to enable the capture, use, and delivery of documentation in a variety of1112
standards-based formats. The support for OGC standards is noted in the base capabilities of the system in1113
both the specifications for the system, and the developed capabilities highlighted in Figure 2.1114

Comment1115

Workflow. Currently the whole framework is described piece by piece. A detailed workflow of how to run1116
the entire framework, linking all these different pieces, would be very helpful for the readers. In particular,1117
I’ll be interested at how different standards or RESTful services are used throughout the workflow.1118

Response1119

Section 4 was added to the manuscript to provide a more complete usage scenario that illustrates the1120
interaction between the model components described in the paper. Included in this scenario is a high-level1121
description of the interaction between the PRMS modeling component and the data management platform.1122
The added text detailing the specific data-related services published by the data management platform in1123
lines 481-512 provides additional context for the high-level description provided in the usage scenario.1124

Comment1125

Minor revisions –1126

Figure 1: The whole figure might be too ambitious. The font sizes of the subfigures a and b are are too1127
small. Though subfigure b is illustrated in Figure 2, subfigure a is hard to read. Besides, many abbreviations1128
(e.g., EPSCoR, RII3) are not informative (one has to go back to the manuscript), please explain them either1129
in a legend or in the caption.1130

Line 313: “The Data management Platform” is an incomplete sentence, and the initial of “management”1131
is not capitalized.1132

Line 321: “In that section the Models” –¿ “In that section the models”.1133

Line 332: “Stand Alone Models with HTTP interfaces” –¿ “Standalone Models with HTTP Interfaces”.1134
Please also fix the corresponding typos in the rest of the manuscript. Line 422: “ie.Zhu et al. (2019)” –¿1135
“i.e. Zhu et al. (2019)”1136

Response1137

Figure 1 has been substantially revised to both increase the legibility of the remaining subfigure for the1138
architecture of the initial release of the platform, and clarify the various abbreviations used in the figure1139
through more explanatory text in the caption.1140

The noted errors on Line 313 have been resolved as reflected in lines 317-318.1141

The noted error on line 321 has been corrected - see revised text on line 326 of the new manuscript.1142
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The noted error on line 332 has been corrected - see revised heading on line 3431143

The noted error on line 422 has been corrected - see revised citation on line 4341144

Reviewer 41145

Comment1146

(1) The manuscript explains the features and components of VMP, and it is more suitable to be submitted1147
as a ”Technical Report” rather than a Research Article.1148

Response1149

The paper was intended to be submitted as a ”Technology and Code” article. This will need to be1150
addressed with the editor as we are unable to correct this issue through the Frontiers submission page.1151

Comment1152

(2)The authors didn’t provide any example to demonstrate the features and components of the platform. I1153
believe adding a numerical example would be beneficial for presenting VMP.1154

(3) Following my previous comment, the results section explains the features of the platform and it1155
doesn’t provide a clear example. I think the contents of this section is more suitable for the ”Method”1156
section.1157

Response1158

Thanks for the suggestion. We attempt to address this concern by incorporating an additional section,1159
Section 4 Usage Scenario - starting on line 598. In the new section, we use vegetation change in PRMS1160
hydrologic simulation as an example and demonstrate the procedures of using VWP to address potential1161
hydrologic question, what are the hydrologic responses to a certain area of change in vegetation. Similar1162
procedures of using VWP apply to iSNOBAL, dFlow and RipCas models.1163
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Figure 1. Illustration of the sequence of development of the GSToRE platform prior to adoption as
the foundation for the Virtual Watershed Platform (VWP). The provided timeline highlights the five
projects that substantially contributed to the development of the GSToRE and the derived VWP platforms
- two National Science Foundation (NSF) funded Experimental (now Established) Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research (EPSCoR) Research Infrastructure Improvement (RII) projects, two NSF EPSCoR
Track 2 multi-jurisdiction (state) projects, and the New Mexico Resource Geographic Information System
(NM RGIS) state geographic data clearinghouse. The component diagram labeled ”Initial Release Version”
illustrates the release of the GSToRE platform in 2011 and the integrated software components (CUAHSI
HIS HydroServer, GeoNetwork Open Source), and custom python “glue” code that provides for data
transfer between those components. The filled component boxes (green in the color version of the diagram)
are the implemented components, the others were planned for future development. Version 3 of the GSToRE
platform is separately illustrated in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2. Architectural diagram of the components of Version 3 of the GSToRE platform. This GSToRE
version is the foundation of the Virtual Watershed Platform (VWP) described in this paper. In this release
of the GSToRE platform the separate free-standing CUAHSI and GeoNetwork components of the initial
GSToRE release (illustrated in Figure 1 above) had been replaced with a tiered architecture that includes a
set of core database components and associated file-system storage elements in a base data management
tier; a set of python scripts that provide a unified application programming interface (API) in a services
tier; and a diverse set of client applications that interact with those services within the client tier.

Table 1. Climate Interpolation Tools scripted using Python
Parameter Interpolation Method
total snow cover depth empirical Bayesian kriging
average snow cover density elevation gradient
active snow layer temperature elevation gradient
average snow cover temperature elevation gradient
% of liquid H2O saturation constant
total precipitation mass empirical Bayesian kriging
percentage of precipitation mass that was snow lookup table
density of snow portion of the precipitation lookup table
average precipitation temperature empirical Bayesian kriging
incoming thermal (long-wave) radiation method introduced in (Marks and Dozier, 1979)
air temperature empirical Bayesian kriging
vapour pressure empirical Bayesian kriging
wind speed method introduced in (Forthofer et al., 2014)
soil temperature elevation gradient
net solar radiation ArcPy library tool
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Figure 3. Virtual Watershed Platform (VWP) conceptual diagram illustrates the connectivity between
key components described in the paper. These components include multiple modeling elements including
(a) tightly integrated DFLOW model instances that pass results for each time step from one instance to
the next, (b) a loosely coupled integration between the DFLOW modeling system and the RipCas model.
Both the DFLOW and RipCas models operate within a high-performance computing (HPC) environment.
The PRMS and iSNOBAL models represented by (c) are each encapsulated within Docker containers
which in turn are coordinated through model configuration settings defined in a user-facing HTTP (web)
interface. This web interface also provides connectivity (d) to a separate gridding service that generates
gridded meteorological parameters based upon point-time-series data from multiple observation stations.
The iSNOBAL and PRMS models within the HTTP interface connect to the GSToRE Data management
platform (e) through the GSToRE REST application programming interface (API) for access to and storage
of model initialization parameters and model outputs, respectively. While initial development work was
completed, routine data exchange (g) between the HPC and GSToRE was not initiated. The developed
data visualization and analysis component (f) connects to GSToRE through its REST API to access model-
related and base map data for 2d and 3d data exploration and visualization. The user icons attached to the
HPC, HTTP, and data visualization components indicate points in the system where there is direct user
interaction with the system as a whole.
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Figure 4. CoRD Workflow Diagram: When the inputs are ready and DFLOW is setup, CoRD keeps
recording each flow record until all records are simulated.
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Figure 5. Reynolds Creek South sub-watershed on January 1, 2008 at 12:00-13:00 A) air temperature
EBK interpolated surface from 21 weather stations. B) Standard error for the same time period and stations.

Figure 6. Screenshot of the model modification component for PRMS scenario creation
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Figure 7. Model modification using manual selection. The vegetation type of various HRUs have been
modified to bare soil (0), shrubs(2), grasses(1), trees(3) & coniferous (4)

Figure 8. Model modification using parameter selection of the HRUs
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Figure 9. HRU Grid Google Overlay
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Figure 10. Dry Creek sub-catchment with choropleth in 3D
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